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Design of chiral hybrid materials for emerging photonic devices

This multidisciplinary project aims at synthesizing new chiral materials from organic molecules and integrating them in optical circuits to develop very compact and sensitive chirosensors for fast measurement.

Chirality is a central property in the living world. Most of the bio-molecules (sugar, protein, DNA, hormones, plant product...) are chiral and are involved in enantioselective biological mechanisms. Therefore, controlling the chirality is extremely important in all fields having direct interaction with the living world (pharmacology, medicine, food industry, environmental pollution...). Today, the distinction between two chiral molecules is difficult and need specific expensive equipment. Whatever the method is (chromatography, NMR, chiroptical methods, ...), instruments are expensive, heavy and measurements are not straightforward.

Our approach is related to the use of circularly polarized light as a probe of chirality. We have reported recently an unprecedented proof of concept of propagating circularly polarized light in planar chirowaveguides (Fig. 1-a and b). This result relied on our ability to elaborate highly chiral films from modified binaphtol decorated with triethoxysilane moieties (Fig. 1-c) [1-3].

To go beyond these promising first results and to build efficient sensors, we plan to design and synthesize new helical molecules (see Fig 2) with higher optical rotations. From them we will elaborate patternable materials by varied polymerization techniques (sol gel chemistry, photo polymerization [4], ...). Such new layers will allow the fabrication of channel waveguides for building optical circuits to develop lab-on-chip chiral biosensors.
The candidate should principally have skills in organic synthesis, pronounced affinity for material chemistry and spectroscopic measurement. Moreover, she/he should have a strong motivation and involvement to carry out this multidisciplinary project at the interface between two laboratories (LC-ENS de Lyon and ILM Lyon).
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